
This is an excerpt from The New Traditional Woodworker by Jim Tolpin.

In traditional Western-style woodworking, the workbench was central to nearly all the woodworking 
processes. This is where the artisan planed surfaces and trued edges; ripped and crosscut short lengths 
of stock to size (with smaller-sized panel saws or bow saws); made precision cuts for joints (with 
backsaws); pared joints; chopped out mortises and put together smaller assemblies such as drawers. As 
a new traditional woodworker, this is where you will be spending more than 90 percent of your time as 
well. As you might rightly assume, it’s crucial to choose the right type and size of bench to 
accommodate you and the kind of work you intend to do at the bench. There are many styles of benches
to choose from.

Some, like the low-slung and massive Roubo and English-syle benches, lean more toward 
accommodating planing and coarser joinery work (such as chopping out mortises) while the typical 
northern European “Continental” benches with their higher stature and large shoulder vises lean more 
toward accommodating cabinetmaker’s performing finer joinery (such as sawing out dovetails and 
other close, precise work). Of course, any type of bench can be set up with fixtures (such as vises, 
various planing stops and sawing guides) to allow most any kind of process.

I think the most crucial thing to determine about a bench is to find the right work surface height. It’s got
to be low enough so you can plane boards comfortably with your upper body weight bearing above the 
plane (and low enough so you can chop out mortises with your shoulders well above the mallet), yet the
bench must not be so low that you’ll find it uncomfortable to stand and make precision saw and paring 
cuts. In these latter operations the bench must support the wood high enough so you can see the cut 
lines and so you can operate the backsaws, paring chisels and trimming planes without stooping. 
Unfortunately, because of the shape of the human body, it’s literally impossible for a bench to meet all 
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these requirements.

There are however, some ways around it. When you are young, strong and flexible, it’s not such a 
problem to work at a bench whose height falls somewhere in the middle of the two ideals. For most 
people, this height comes to wrist height (see the drawing at top left). For myself, I find that I simply 
can’t work with this compromise. A height that allows me to put my fairly light frame to bear over a 
handplane (and my aging muscles need all the help from my body mass) is far too low to hold work 
where my aging eyes can see the cut lines for precision work. And my back is long past the point of 
holding up for more than a minute or so of stooping.

As you’ve already discovered (in the discussion above about my shop layout) my solution for this 
problem was to build two benches — one dedicated to planing and coarse joinery work (such as 
chopping out mortises) and the other for precision work (such as cutting dovetails). As you can see in 
the drawing at top left, the planing bench comes up to wrist height while the joinery bench is at or just 
below elbow height. The saw bench for coarse ripping and crosscutting comes to knee height (more on 
this bench later). I set the benches a step away from each other and therefore just a step away from the 
tools used at either of them. You should, of course, take these height suggestions as a starting point 
since everyone’s body frame and musculature is unique.
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